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“nothing good where you sent me. 
the system is flawed. u you put me up 

in a motel @ $120/nt . i have been 
from pillar to post and treated like 

second class citizen. I preferred 
sleeping on the streets compared to 

where you good people sent me”



“Really dirty, did not 
have any amenities. 
staff were unhelpful. 
would not stay there 

again.”



“The landlord at the rooming house caused 
much trouble. she would open tenants rooms 
and go through personal belongings stealing 

valuables. 

The house was dirty and unkempt. 

i have never felt so used and abused in my 
whole life. “



“Felt like no-one 

cared”



What would make crisis accommodation better?

“Cleanliness, no bed bugs, safety, female only 
sections”

“a kitchen to cook food in”

“clean it and get rid of the dangerous people”

“proper locks on the doors”

“make it clean, private, cheaper”



Launch of the Crisis in Crisis report







Letters to all MPs; 
Meetings with 13 
Ministers, MPs & 
advisors



Homelessness meeting with MPs at 
Parliament House



Royal Commission 
into Mental Health



“Devastating. Just don't know what's going on. You can make any plans because you just don't know”

‘’Very hard with children. Children need a good and safe home to live.  Sharing and couch surfing is stressful on 

family.’’

‘’The ability to trust people.  My safety.   My mental health - depression.    Isolation.  Striped my confidence in life.’’  

‘’It led to drug use and lost my son.’’

‘’Extreme stress. Not being able to play a protective role for my children. Not feeling safe.’’

‘’Mental health and physical health has declined and I am surviving by feeding off charity support - which cannot 

fully provide as allocations are exhausted.’’



‘’Constant worry, losing time chasing options, stress, sleeping problems, nightmares, financial stress, depression, panic 

attacks’’

‘’It was just really bad and you pretty much feel lost like as if you don't belong anywhere or that no-one cares.  As I used to 

have all doors shut on me which left me with no choices. There should be more and more accommodation out there for 

people, especially the ones with kids. Or kids that have special needs. ‘’

‘’Rape, financial hardship, scared, feared, syringes everywhere, seeing people die’’

‘’It's a feeling of hopelessness and despair which led to depression in all of us that one of us suicide if we were not reunited.’’ 

‘’Loss of employment. No money. Without food. ‘’

‘’Anger/depressions/resentment.  Constantly feeling unsettled.  This has affected my ability to be in the present moment with

my children.  Feelings of worry and anxiety about where we will live.  Feeling outside of the rest of the world who have secure 

housing.  Not being able to give my children things because I can't afford to.’’

‘’Made me reliant on Drugs (ICE) to stay awake cause I’ve been taken advantage of and sexually abused touched while I have 

been asleep I haven't been able to be a mother to my kids/ can’t see them and made me suicidal’’



‘’The worst thing was having no-one around and no-one out there to help you, as many out there just turn their back and 

don't realise what others are going through.  So in the end this experience has affected me mentally and physically as well as 

my daughter. No-one out there should face or deserve to face homelessness.’’ 

‘’RAPE’’

‘’The most difficult thing that has happened to me was not knowing where my children would go to sleep.’’ 

‘’Being scared of what people are going to do. Being vulnerable and afraid. ‘’

‘’Being separated from husband and children.  Friend I was living with placed restriction on when I can stay in the house. I had

to leave in the morning and return at 6pm. During this time, I went to shops, library to keep busy. It was very stressful because 

I couldn't relax.‘’

‘’Being assaulted. Being in fights. Using drugs. Losing my health. ‘’

‘’I got sexually assaulted being homeless, then put in a hostel for men and women and got raped.’’ 



‘’Housing prices are out of control, has been for over a decade. Even basics in life (e.g. food, groceries, public transport,

electricity/gas prices) are way more expensive than other 1st world countries. When found with a reduced income this makes like 

almost impossible to live as a normal person.’’ 

‘’The worst situation you would experience except illness is not to have a shelter for you and your family. We need more 

organisations that can help these people in need.’’ 

‘’It is ridiculous how the rental market is and we should have affordable housing. ‘’

‘’They need to get off their backsides and do something about it. Provide more housing.  So many ministry houses seem vacant -

system's not run well.’’ 

‘’To have a real look at how bad the situation has become with homelessness.’’ 

‘’Australia is a big country with not enough housing.  Please provide more stable and affordable housing for people. This can

include OoH, community housing or private rental. ‘’

‘’Need to look after the people - low income people. Living costs are expensive. We need houses.  Look after the 

children/education/wellbeing.  Need to be in touch with homelessness and give more support.’’ 

‘’How would you like to be homeless for 5 years without your kids?’’



The campaign





Homelessness Week



Homelessness 
Week



Shadow Federal Minister 
for Homelessness



Making Links: AOD, Mental Health & 
Homelessness Partnership



Homelessness 
Roundtable  



Matter of Public Importance: State Parliament





Post Roundtable Working Group





A great year of work… but the work continues


